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Abstract 
Adaptive Hesonance Theory (AR:I') is a neural theory of human and primate information 
processing and of adaptive pattern recognition and prediction for technology. Biological ap-
plications to attentive learning of visual recognition categories by inferotcrnporal cortex and 
hippocampal system, medial temporal amnesia., corticogeniculate synchronization, auditory 
streaming, speech recognition, and eye rnovement control arc noted. ART'MAP systems for 
technology integrate neural networks, fuzzy logic, and expert production systems to carry 
out both unsupervised and supervised learning. Fast and slow learning arc both stable re-
sponse to large non stationary databases. Match tracking search conjointly maximizes learned 
compression while minimizing predictive error. Spatial and temporal evidence accumulation 
irnprove a.ccmacy in :J-D object recognition. Other applications are noted. 
Keywords: Adaptive resonance theory, ARI', nema.l network, unsupervised learning, S\1·· 
pervised learning, pattern recognition, categori"ation, attention, prototype, fuzzy logic, pro-
duction system, vision, audition 
Introduction 
The problem whereby the brain lea.rns quickly and stably without catastrophically for-
getting its past knowledge has been called the stitbility-pla.sticity clilennmt (Grossberg, 1980). 
'l'he stability-plasticity dilemma. must be solved by every brain system that needs to rapidly 
and adaptively respond to the flood of signals that subserves even the most ordinary expe-
riences. Design principles that show how brain systems can stably learn a.n accumulating 
knowledge base in response to changing conditions throughout life should clarify how the 
brain unifies diverse sources of information into coherent moments of conscious experience. 
This chapter summarizes neural models that realize a.ncl develop a theory called Adap .. 
tivc Resonance Theory, or Air!', that was introduced twenty yean; ago (Grossberg, 1976a., 
1976b ). Air!' principles have been used to explain challenging behavioral and brain data. 
in the areas of visua.l perception, visual object recognition, auditory source identification, 
variable-rate speech and word recognition, and aspects of adaptive-sensory motor control, 
among others. Some of these analyses are reviewed below. In addition, ART' concepts have 
been developed into precise ma.thematica.l systems that have been used in a. wide variety of 
technological applications, including; control of mobile robots, learning and search of airplane 
part inventories, control of nnclea.r ieactors, medica.! diagnosis, 3-D vi sua.! object recognition, 
music analysis, and recognition of seismic, sonar, lasar radar, and Landsat imagery. T'hesc 
biological a.nd technological applications exploit the key properties of Al\:1' systems that arc 
summarized below. Note that, despite the broad explanatory scope of these systems, fun-
da.mcnta.lly different types of learning seem to govern processes such a.s spatia.! navigation 
and certain aspects of sensory-motor control. In these latter task domains, it is adaptive 
to forget old coordinate transformations as the brain's control systems adjust to a growing 
body and to other changes in the body's sensory-motor endowment throughout life. 
In addition to the development of AHT as a cognitive and neural theory, families of 
ART' nema.l network architectnres have been progressively developed at Boston University. 
'l'hcse models include AH.'l' 1, ARt' 2, AH1' 2-A, Aitl' il, Fuzzy 1\I\.'l', AH1'MAP, Fuzzy 
Alri.'MAP, and Fusion AirJ.'MAP (Asfour, Carpenter, Grossberg, ancl Lesher, 199~1; Carpen-
ter and Grossberg;, J987a., J987b, 1990, 1991; Carpenter, Grossberg, Ma.rknzon, Reynolds, 
and Rosen, J 992; Carpenter, Grossberg;, and Heynolcls, UJ91, 199:!, J99:'i; Ca.rpenter, Gross-
berg, and Rosen, HJ91a, 1991b). Other AHT models have also been developed and applied 
by a number of investigators. 
Some Key ART Properties 
ARI' systerns can autonomously learn, rccogniY.C.\ ancltnake predictions with the following 
properties. 
(A) Htsi Lea.ming of Rare Events 
A successful antononrous agent rnust be able to learn about rare event:; that have impor-
tant consequences, even if thcc;e rare events are similar to a surrounding cloud of frequent 
events tha.t have different consequences. Fast .learning is needed to categorize a rare event 
before it is supplanted by more frequent c;nbsequent evcntB. 
(B) Stable Learning of' Large NonstMiona.ry Data .Bases 
Individual events may also occur wit.h variable probabilities and durations, and arbitrar-
ily large nmnbers of event:; may need to be procec;scd. AirJ.' systerns contain a self-sia.bili;;ing 
rnemory that perrnits a.ccurnula.ting knowledge to be stably stored in response to arbitrarily 
many events in a. nonstationary environrnent under incremental learning conditions, until 
the algorithm's full memory capacity (which can be chosen arbitrarily large) is exhausted. 
(C) Efficient. Lea.ming of Morplwlogica.lly Variable Events 
Multiple scales of generalization, from fine to coarse, need to be employed on an as-
needed basis. Supervised AHT systems ca.n a.utornatically adjust their scale of generalization 
to match the morphological variability of the data using a Minimax Learning Rule that 
conjointly minimi7,cs predictive error and 1naximizes generali7,ation using only information 
that is locally available under incremental learning conditions. 
Figure 1 
(D) Associltiive Lea.rning of Many-to-One and One-to- !VI any Maps 
Many-to-one learning includes both categorization and associative prediction (Figure 1). 
For example, during categorization of printed letter fonts, many similar instances of the sarne 
printed letter may cstal:ilish a single recognition category, or compressed representation. 
During prediction, all of the categories that represent a given letter may be associatively 
mapped into the letter name, or prediction. This is a second, distinct, type of many-to-one 
map, since there need be no relationship between the visual features that define a printed 
letter A and a written letter A, yet both categories have the same name. 
One-to-many learning is used to discover and accumulate expert knowledge about an 
object or event (Figure 2). ln many learning algorithrns, including back propagation, the 
attempt to learn more than one prediction about an event leaclo to unselective forgetting 
of previously learned predictions, for the same reason that these algorithms may become 
unstable in response to nonstationary data. 
F,igurc 2 
(E) Paying 1\t,tcntion and Top-Down Priming 
A HT systems learn top-down expectations (also called primes, or queries) that can bias 
the system to ignore masses of irrelevant data. A large mismatch between a bottom-up input 
vector and a top-down expectation can suppress features in the input pattern that are not 
confirmed by the top-down prime and can thereby drive an adaptive mernory search that 
carries out a bout of hypothesis testing. 
(F) llypothesis Test:ing and Ma.tch Lmrning 
The systcm1 hereby selectively searches for recognition categories, or hypotheses, whose 
top-down expectations provide an acceptable match to bottom-up data. Each top-clown 
expectation begins to focus attention upon, and bind, that cluster of input features that are 
part of the prototype which it ha.s already learned, whik suppressing fe.aturcs that arc not. 
(G) Choosing the Glob<rlly Best, Answer without 1/.ecursivc Search 
After learning has stabilized, an input pattern first selects the category whose top-down 
expectation provides the globally best rna.tch. In addition, the top-clown expectation read 
out by the selected category acts as a prot.ot,ype for the class of all the input patterns that 
the category represents. 
(H) Learning Both l'rot,ot:ypes Hnd Exempla.rs 
'J'hc brain sornetimcs appears to learn prototypes, or abstract types of knowledge, such 
as being able to recognize that a particular object is a face or an animal and at other timet: to 
learn individual exemplars, or concrete types of knowledge, such as being able to recognize 
a particular face or a particular animal. Supervised AHT systems can learn both type;; of 
knowledge. 
(I) Controlling Vigilance to Calibrilte Confidence 
A confidence rneasure, called vigilance, calibrates how well an cxcrnplar needs to match 
the prototype that it reads out in order for the corresponding category to resonate with it and 
be chosen. 'J'he Minirnax Learning Rule is reali7,cxl by rna.tch tracking, a process that raises 
the vigilance pa.rarneter in response to a predictive error just enough t,o initiate hypothesis 
testing to discover a better category. 
(J) H.ule Extra.ct.ion and Fuzzy Re<tsoning 
'I' he IF-TIIEN rules of supervised Air!' systerns can be read off from the learned adaptive 
weights of the system at any stage of the learning process. 'J'his property is particularly 
important in applications such as rneclical diagnosis from a. large database of patient records, 
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where doctors may want to study the rules by which the system reaches its diagnostic 
decisions. Tables 1--3 surnmarize some rnedical and other benchmark studies that compare 
the performance of Fuzzy ARI'MAP with alternative recognition and prediction models. 
'I'hese and other benchmarks are described elsewhere in greater detail (Carpenter, Grossberg, 
and lizuka, 1993; Carpenter, Grossberg, Markuzon, Reynolds, and Rosen, 1992; Carpenter, 
Grossberg, and Reynolds, 1991; Carpenter and Tan, 1993, 1995). 
(K) Pmpert:ies Scale to Arbitra.rily LMge DatabiiBCS 
All of the desirable properties of AHT systems scale to arbitrarily large problerns. On the 
other hand, ART helps to solve only learned categorization and prediction problems. 'I'hese 
problems are, however, core problerns in many intelligent systems, and have been technology 
bottlenecks for many alternative approaches. 
ART Topology and Learning 
Since its introduction as a. theory of human cognitive information processing (Grossberg, 
1976b, 1980), theoretical developments of Adaptive Resonance Theory have continued to ex-
plain and predict cognitive and neural data. bases; see Carpenter and Groos berg (1991, 1993); 
Grossberg (1987a, l987b, 1988, 1994, 1995); Grossberg and Merrill (1992, 1996); and Gross-
berg, Mingolla and Ross (1994) for illustrative contributions. ln addition, an evolving series 
of self-organizing neural network models have been developed for applications to adaptive 
pattern recognition a.ncl prediction. These self-organizing models can operate in either an un-
supervised or a supervised mode. Umupervised lea.rning occurs when network predictions do 
not receive environmental feedback. Supervised learning occurs when prediction-contingent 
feedback is available. 'fbi;; option does not occur in many ;;upervised learning algorithms, 
such as ba.ck propagation, which can learn only when feedback is available. finsupcrvisecl 
AHT models learn stable recognition categories in response to a.rbitra.ry input sequences with 
either fast or ;;low learning. These model families include AH:r l (Carpenter and Grossberg, 
l987a), which can stably learn to categorize binary input patterns presented in an arbi-
trary order; AHT 2, AH:I'2-A, a.nd Fuzzy AH'r (Carpenter and Grot:oberg, 1987b; Ca.rpenter, 
Grossberg, a.nd Ro0cn, 1991a, 199lb), which can stably learn to categorize either analog or 
binary input patterns prc0ented in an arbitrary order; and AH'I' :1 (Carpenter a.ncl Grossberg, 
1990), which can carry out parallel search, or hypothesis testing, of distributee! recognition 
codes in a rnulh-levcl network hierarchy. Variations of these rnodcls adapted to the demands 
of individual applications have been developed by a. num bcr of author~>. 
Figme :1 
Figure:; illust.rates one example from the family of Altl' 1 rnodds, and Figure 11 illustrate;; 
a typica.l AHT sea.rch cycle. Level F'1 in Figure 3 contains a network of nodes, each of which 
represents a particular combination of input component;;, such as sensory features. Level F2 
contains a. network of node0 that represent. recognition code~> which are selectively activated 
by patterns of activation across F1 . 'I'he activities of nodes in F1 and 1'2 are also called 
short-term memory (STM) traces. STM is the type of memory that can be rapidly reset 
without leaving an enduring trace. For example, it is easy to reset the S'J'IVJ of a list of 
nurnbcrs that a person has just heard once by distracting the person with an unexpected 
event. S'I'M is distinct from r;rM, or long-term rncmory, which is the type of rnemory that 
we usually ascribe to learning. For cxarnplc, we do not forget our parents' narncs when we 
are distracted by a.n unexpected event. 
Figure 4 
As shown in Figure 11a, an input. vector I registers itself as a. pattern X of activity across 
level F]. 'fhe P1 output vector S is then transrnitted through the multiple converging and 
diverging adaptive Jiltcr pathways emanating from F1. This transmission event nmltiplies the 
vector S by a rna.trix of adaptive weight;;, or ];I'M traces, to generate a. net input vector T to 
level F2. 'I' he internal competitive dynamics of F2 contrast-enhance vector T. Whereas many 1'2 nodes nmy receive input;; from F1, corn petition or lateral inhibition between F2 nodes 
allows only a much smaller set of F2 nodes to store their activation in STM. A compressed 
activity vector Y is thereby generated across 1'2. In AH:f 1, the competition is tuned so 
that the 1'2 node that receives the maximal F1 ~ F2 input is selected. Only one component 
of Y is nonzero after this choice takes place. Activation of such a winner-take-all node 
defines the category, or symbol, of the input pattern I. Such a category represents all the 
inputs I that maximally activate the corresponding node. So far, these arc the rules of 
a self-organizing feature ma.p (SOFM), also called competitive learning, or learned vector 
quantization (Grossberg, 1972, 197Ga, 1978; Malsburg, HJ73; Kohonen, 1981/1989). 
The Link Between Matching, Hypothesis Testing, and Attention 
'I'he Alt:I' scherne for self-stabilizing its embedded SOFM model incorporates heuristics 
that are also used in expert production systems and fuzzy systems. In part.icular, AH'I' 
systems carry out a form of hypothesis testing to discover new recognition categories and to 
stabilize learning. 'fhus in an AHT model (Carpenter a.ncl Grossberg, l987a, 1991), learning 
does not occur whenever some winning F2 activities are stored in STM. lnst.eacl activation 
of F2 nodes may be interpreted as "making a hypothesis" about an input I. When Y is 
activated (Figure ~a), it generates an output vector U that is sent top-clown through the 
second adaptive fllter. After multiplication by the adaptive weight rnatrix of the top--clown 
fllter, a net vector V inputs to F1 (Figure 4b). Vector V pla.ys the role of a learned top-down 
expectation. Activation of V by Y may be interpreted as "testing the hypothesis" Y, or 
"reading out the category prototype" V. When the cate(lory representation Y is choice, or 
winner-take-all, AHT networks employ outs tar learning (Grossberg, 1968) to train the top-
clown (1•2 ~ F 1) adaptive filter. The distributed outstar (Carpenter, 1994) allows activity Y 
in an outstar source field I2 to be arbitmrily distributed. 
'I'he AHT 1 network is designed to match the "expected prototype" V of the category 
against the active input pattern, or exemplar, I. Nodes that are activated by I arc suppressed 
if they do not correspond to large r;nvr trace;; in the prototype pattern V (Figure tlc). Thus 
F1 featme;; that are not "expected" by V are suppressed. Expressed in a different way, the 
rnatching process may change the F1 activity pattern X by suppressing activation of all the 
feature detectors in I that are not "confirrned" by hypothesis Y. The resultant pattern X* 
encodes the cluster of features in I that the network deems relevant to the hypothesis Y 
based upon its past experience. Pattern X* encodes the pattem of features to which the 
network "pays attCJJtion." 'l'his type of attention a.! focusing prevents irrelevant features frorn 
being incorporated into the prototype through learning. · 
The Link Between Attention, Resonance, and Learning 
lf the expectation Vis close enough to the input I, then a state of rcsona.ncc develops as 
the a,ttcntional focus takes hold. 'l'he pattern X* of attended features reactivates hypothesis 
Y which, in turn, reactivates X*. The network locks into a resonant state through the 
rnutual positive feedback that dynarnically links X* with Y. In AHT, the resonant state, 
rather than bottorn-up activation, drives the learning process. 'fhc resonant state persists 
long enough, at a. high enough activity level, to activate the slower learning process; hence 
the ternr li.dapiive rcsona.ncc theory. An:r systems learn prototypes, rather than exemplars, 
because the attended feature vector X*, ra.ther than the input I itself, is learned. 'I'hcsc 
prototypes may, howc:vcr, also be used to encode individua.l exemplars, as described below. 
The Link Between Intentionality and the Stability of Learning 
'fhe AH1' attentive rna,tching process may be realized in several ways (Carpenter and 
Grossberg, l987a.). ln one instantiation, t.hree different types of inputs arc combined at. 
level F1 (Figure 3): bottom-up inputs, top-down expectations, and a.ttcntional gain control 
signals. The attcntiona.l gain control channel sends the same top-down inhibitory signal to 
all F1 nodes; it is a. "nonspecific", or modulatory, channel. 
'fhe Aill' matching rule allows F1 node:; to generate suprathesholcl outputs in response 
to bottom-up inputs, since an input directly activates its target F1 features (Figure 4a). 
After the input instates itself at F1, leading to selection of a hypothesis Y and a top-down 
prototype V, the matching rule ensures that only those active F'1 nodes that are confirmed 
by the top-clown prototype can remain active and be a.ttenclecl at 1''1 after an F2 category is 
:;elected, since top-clown nonspecific inhibitory feedback shuts ofF the F\ nodes that do not 
receive large learned top-clown excitatory signals. 
'I'he ART matching rule enables an AHT network to realize a self-:;tabilizing learning 
process. Carpenter and Grossberg (1987a) proved that An:r learning and memory are stable 
in arbitrary environments, but become unstable when the AHT matching rule is eliminated. 
They also defined several circuits that generate the desired matching properties. Thus a 
type of matching tha.t guarantees stable learning also enables the network to selectively pay 
attention to feature combinations that are confirmed by a. top-down expectation. 
Vigilance Control of Category Generalization 
'I'he criterion of an acceptable ma.tch between bottom-up inputs and top-down proto-
types is defined by a. parameter p called vigilance (Carpenter and Grossberg, 1987a, 1991). 
The vigilance parameter is computed in the orienting subsystem A. Vigilance weighs how 
similar an input exemplar must be to a. top-clown prototype in order for resonance to occur. 
Resonance occurs if pill- iX*I :S 0, where 0 :S p :S 1. 'fhis inequa.lity says that the F1 a.t-
tentional focus X* inhibits A more than the input I excites it. If A remains quiet, then an 
F1 .~, F2 resonance can develop. 
Vigilance calibrates how much novelty the system can tolerate before activating A a.nd 
searching for a difFerent category. lf the top-down expectation and the bottom-up input arc 
too difFerent to satisfy the resonance criterion, then hypothesis testing, or memory search, 
is triggered. Memory search leads to selection of a better category at level 1'2 with which to 
represent the input features at level F1. During search, the orienting subsystern interacts with 
the a.ttentiona.l subsystem, a.s in Figures 4c and 4d, to rapidly reset misrna.tchcd categories 
and to select other F2 representations with which to learn about novel events, without 
risking unselcct.ive forgetting of previous knowledge. Search rnay select a. familiar category if 
its prototype is similar enough to the input to satisl'y the vigilance criterion. T'he prototype: 
may then be refined by top-down attention a! l'ocussing. If the input is too different frorrr any 
previously learned prototype, then an uncommitted population of F2 cells is selected and 
learning of a. new category is initiated. 
Because vigilance can vary across learning trials, recognition categories capable of en-
coding widely differing degrees of generalization or abst,raction ca.n be learned by a single 
ART system. Low vigilance leads to broad genera.lization and abstract prototypes since then 
piii--IX*I :S 0 for all but the poorest rnatches. High vigilance leads to narrow generalization 
ancl to prototypes that represent fewer input exemplars, even a single exernplar. Thus a 
single Airr system may be used, say, to recognize abstract categories of fa.ces a.nd dogs, as 
well as individual faces and clogs. i\ single system can learn both, during supervised learning, 
by increasing vigilance just enough to activate A if a previous categorization leads to a prc-
clictiveerror (Carpenter and Grossberg, 1987a, 1992; Carpenter, Grossbc:rg, and Reynolds, 
1991; Carpenter, Grossberg, Markuzon, Reynolds, and Rosen, 1992). Alfl' systerns hereby 
provide a new answer to whether the brain learns prototypes or exemplars. Various authors 
have realized that neither one nor the other alternative is satisfactory, and that a hybrid 
systern is needed (Smith, 1990). AHJ' system:; can perform this hybrid function in a manner 
that. is sensitive to environmental demands. 
Memory Consolidation and Direct Access to the Globally Best Category 
As inputs are practiced over learning trials, the search process eventually converges 
upon stable categories. The process whereby search is automatically disengaged rnay be 
interpreted as a. form of mem.ory consolidation. Inputs familiar to the ndwork access their 
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correct category directly, without the need for search. The category selected is the one 
whose prototype provides the globally best match to the input pattern. If both familiar 
and unfamiliar events are experienced, familiar inputs can directly activate their learned 
categories, while unfarniliar inputs continue to trigger adaptive memory searches for better 
categories, until the network's memory capacity, which can be chosen arbitrarily large, is 
fully utilized (Carpenter and Grossberg, 1987 a.). · 
Some Biological Applications 
'I'hese AHT properties have been used to explain and predict various cognitive and brain 
data that have, as yet, received no other theoretical explanation (Carpenter and Grossberg, 
1991; Grossberg, 1987a, 1987b). For example, a formal lesion of the orienting subsystem 
creates a memory disturbance that mimics properties of medial temporal anmesia (Car-
penter and Grossberg, 1987c, 199:l; Grossberg and Merrill, 1992). 'I'hese and related data 
correspondences to orienting properties (Grossberg and Merrill, 1992, 1996) have led to a 
neurobiological interpretation of the orienting subsystem in terrns of the hippocampal for-
mation of the brain. In applications to visual object recognition, the interacl,ions within the 
F1 and F2 levels of the attention a] subsystem are interpreted in terms of data concerning the 
prestriate visual cortex and the inferotemporal cortex (Desimone, 1992), with the a.ttentional 
gain control pathway interpreted in terms of the pulvinar region of the brain. 
AHT' processing properties have also helped to explain behavioral and neural data. frorn 
several other sensory, cognitive, and motor systems. 'T'he following sections briefly review 
so1ne recent contributions. In all these models, top-down priming effects arc due to a top-
down nonspecific inhibitory gain control signal that is rclca.scd in parallel with specific exci-
tatory signals. 
Neural Dynamics of Multi-Source Audition 
How does the brain's auditory system construct coherent representations of acoustic ob-
jects from the jumble of noise and harmonics that relentlessly born bards our ears throughout 
life? Bregman (1990) has distinguished at least two levels of auditory organi~ation, c:al!Dd 
primitive streaming and scbcnm--based segregation, at which such representation;,; arc fonned 
in order to accomplish auditory scene analysis. The work su1nmarizcd here models data about 
both levels of organization, and sugge;,;ts that Alrr rnechanisms of rnatching and resonance 
play a key role in achieving the selectivity and coherence thai. arc chara.cterit:tic of our audi-
tory cxpericmcc. In environment;; with multiple sound sources, I. he auditory system is capable 
of teasing apart tlw impinging jurnblcd signal into difFerent rnental objects, or sl.rcarns, as in 
its ability to solve the cocktail party problcrn. Govindarajan, Gro;,;sbcrg, Wysc, and Cohen 
( 1995) have developed a. neural network model of this primitive strcarning process, called the 
Alfl'S'J'REAM model. 'l'hiB model groups different frequency components based on pitch 
a.nd spatial location cues, and selectively allocates the components to different strearns. The 
grouping is accomplished through a. resonance thai. develops between a given object's pitch, 
its hannonic spectra.! components, and (to a. let:ser extent) its spatial location. 'T'hose t:pccl.ral 
cornponcnts thai. arc not reinforced by being rnatchcd with the top-clown prototype read-out 
by the sclcctccl object's pitch rcpret:cntation are supprest:ed, thereby allowing another sl.rearn 
to capture these conJponcnl.s, as in the "old-plus-new heuriBtic" of Bregman (1990). 'I'hese 
resonance and nra.tching rncchanismt: aw specialized versions of AHT mechanisms. 
Neural Dynamics of Variable-Rate Speech Categorization 
What is the neural representation of a speech code as it evolve;,; in real time? Gross-
berg, Boardman, and Cohen (1995) have developed a neural model of this sclwrna.-bascd 
segregation process, called the AH:fPHONE model. II. is used to quantitatively simulate 
data. concerning segregation and integration of phonetic percept;,;, a.s exemplified by the 
problem of distinguishing "topic" from "top pick" in natural discourse. Psychoacoustic data 
(Repp, 1980) concerning categorization of stop consonant pairs indicate that the closure time 
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between syllable final vowel-consonant (VC) and syllable initia.l consonant-vowel ( CV) tran-
sitions determines whether consonants are segregated (perceived as distinct) or integrated 
(fused into a single percept). Hearing two stops in a \IC- C\1 pair that are phonetically the 
same, as in "top pick", requires about 150 msec more closure time than hearing two stops in 
a \IC1 - C2 11 pair that a.re phonetica.lly different, a.s in "odd ball." 'l'he AH'I'PHONE model 
traces these properties to clynarnica.l interactions between a working memory for short-ternr 
storage of phonetic items and a list categorization network that groups, or chunks, sequences 
of the phonetic iten1s in working memory. The speech code in the model is a resonant wave 
that emerges after bottom-up signals frorn the working memory select list chunks which, in 
turn, read out top-clown expectations that amplify consistent working memory items. 
Neural Dynamics of Boundary and Surface Representation 
In the area of visual perception, Cove, Grossberg, and Mingolla (1995) have developed a 
neural network model, called a FACADE theory model, to explain bow visual thalamocortical 
interact.ions give rise to boundary percepts such as illusory contours and surface percepts 
:ouch a:o filled-in brightnes:oes. Top-down feedback interactions are needed in addition to 
bottorn-up feedforwcinl interactions to simulate these data,. One feedback loop i:o modeled 
between latera.] geniculate nucleus (LGN) and cortical area Vl, and another within cortical 
areas V 1 and V2. The first feedback loop realizes a resonant matching process, as in ART, 
which enhances LGN cell activities that are consistent with those of of active cortical cells, 
and suppresses LGN activities that are not. 
Neural Dynamics for Multimodal Control of Saccadic Eye Movements 
Saccacles are eye movements by which an animal can scan a rapidly changing cnviroment. 
While the saccadic systcrn:o plans where to move the eyes, it also retains reflexive respon-
sivene:os to lluctuat.ing light sources. 'I'hese two types of sa.ccades ultimately result in control 
of the sarnc :oct of eye muscles. Visually reactive cells encode gaze error in a Tetinotopically 
activated motor map. Planned targets are coded in hecul-centered coordinates. When two 
conflicting comrna.nds attempt to :ohare control of the :oaccadic eye movernent system, the 
system must resolve the conJlict and coordinate command of one set of eye muscles. 
T'he superior colliculus is a brain:otem region tha.t plays a prominent role in both planned 
and reactive saccades. 'I'his region coordinates infonnation to a.dj ust movernents of the bead 
and eyes to a stirnulus. In order to combine these visua.l, sorna.tic, and auditory saccade 
targets in the superior colliculus, the target;; in hcacl-ccntcred coordinates arc rnappecl to a. 
gaze rnotor error in rctinotopic coordinates. 
!low dews the saccadic movernent system select a target when visual and planned rnove-
mcnt cornrnancl:o difFer? How do retinal, head-centered, and rnotor error coordinates learn to 
interact during the selection process? AHT matching a.nd resonance arc proposed control the 
:ota.bility of this learning and the attentive selection of saccadic target locations. Targets in 
retinotopic and head-centered coordinates arc rendered dimensionally consi:otent so that they 
can compete for attention to generate a movement command in motor error coordinates. 
'flwse results illustrate the scope of AH:r processing in the brain. 'I'he remaining discus·· 
sion focu:oe:o upon AR'I' applications, notably applications wherein fuzzy logic computations 
arc incorporated into AH1' algorithrns. 
Fuzzy ART 
Fuzzy ART' is a generalization of AH1' I that incorporates operations from fuzzy logic 
(Carpenter, Grossberg, and Ro:ocn, 199lb). Although AHT 1 can learn to classify only binary 
input. patterns, Fuzzy AH.:r can learn to classify both analog and binary input patterns. 
Moreover, Fuzzy AKJ' reduces to AH:I' 1 in response to binary input patterns. As shown in 
Figure 5, the generalization to learning both analog and binary input patterns is achieved 
simply by replacing appearances of the binary intersection operator (n) in AH:I' 1 by t.hc 
ana.log MIN operator (11) of fuzzy set theory. The MIN operator reduces to the intersection 
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operator in the binary case. In particular, as parameter a approaches 0, the function Ti 
which controls category choice through the bottom-up filter (Figure 4a.) then measures the 
degree to which the adaptive weight vector w1 is a fuzzy subset (Kosko, 1986) of the input 
vector I. The network first chooses the category .i that maximizes 7~. 
Figure 5 
In Fuzzy AI\:1', input vectors are l) (city-block) norrnalizccl at a preprocessing stage 
(Figure 6). This normalization procedure, called complement coding, leads to a syrnmetric 
theory in which the MIN operator (11) and the MAX operator (v) of fuzzy set theory (Zadeh, 
1965) play cornplernentary roles. Geometrically, the categories formed by Fuzzy ART' are 
then hyper-rectangles. Figure 7 illustrates how MIN and MAX define these rectanglea in the 
2-dimensional case, with the MIN and MAX values defining the acceptable range of feature 
variation in each dimension. Complement coding uses on-cell (with activity a in Figure G) 
and off-cell (with activity ac in Figure 6) opponent processet> to represent the input pattern. 
This repreaentation preserves individual feature <tmplitucles while normalizing the total on-
cell/off-cell vector. 'I'he on-cell portion of a. prototype encodes features that are critically 
preaent in category exemplars, while the off-cell portion encodes features that arc critically 
absent (Figure 6). 'l'he on-cell components of a category weight vector define the lower 
left-hand corner of the category rectangle in Figure 7, and the complement of the off-cell 
components define the upper right-hand corner. Each category is then defined by an interval 
of expected values for each input feature. 'I'hus for the category "man", Fuzzy AHT would 
encode the feature of "hair on head" by a wide interval ([A, 1]) and the feature "hat on 
head" by a wide interval ([0, B]). For the category "dog", two narrow intervals, [C, 1] for 
hair and [0, D] for hat correspond to narrower ranges of expcctationa for these two features. 
Figure 6 
Learning in Fuzzy An.:r convergea because all adaptive weights can only decrease in time. 
Decreasing weights correspond to increasing sizes of category "boxes". A box can grow to 
a rnaximum size of 2M(1- p), so smaller vigilance values pennit larger category boxca. 
Learning stops when tJw input space is covered by boxes. Input complernent coding thus 
works with the properi,y of increasing box t>ize to prevent a proliferation of categories. With 
fast learning, constant vigilance, and a finite input set of arbitrary size and cornposition, 
ll~arning stabilizes after just one presentation of each input pattern. A fast--commit slow-
recodc option combines fast learning with a forgetting rule that buffcra syatern rnemory 
against noiae. Using this option, rare events can be rapidly learned, yet previously learned 
rncmories are not rapidly erased in response to statistically unreliable input fluctuations. 
'l'he equations that define the Fuzzy AH1' and Fuzzy AHJ'lv!AP algorithrns are given in 
Carpenter, Grossberg, and Rosen (1991b) and Carpenter ct al. (1992). 
Figure 7 
Since Fuzzy ARI'!V!AP match tracking allows vigilance Pa to vary, a predictive error 
can create new categories thai. could not be learned if vigilance were constant. Supervised 
learning permits the creation of complex categorical structures without a loss of stability. 
I<uzzy ARTMAP 
Each Fuzzy AH:l'MAP system includes a pa.ir of Fuzzy AHT modules AHTa and ARJ'b 
(Figure 8). During supervised learning, AH1'a receives a stream {a(P)) of input patterns and 
ARl't, receives a strearn {b(P)) of input patterns, where b(P) is the correct prediction given 
afP). These rnodulcs are linked by an associative learning network and an internal controller 
that ensures autonornous t>yt>tcrn operation in real time. 'fhe controller is designed to create 
the minirnaJ number of AH'I'a recognition categories, or "hidden units," needed to rneei. 
accuracy criteria. As noted above, this is accomplished by realizing a. Minimax Learning 
Rule that conjointly rninirnizca predictive error and maxinrizes category generalization. 'I'his 
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scheme automatically links predictive success to category size on a trial-by-trial basis using 
only local operations. It works by increasing the vigilance parameter pa of AR'ra by the 
minimal amount needed to correct a predictive error at Artrb (Figure 9). 
Figure 8 
Parameter Pa calibrates the minimum confidence that AHTa must ha.ve in a recognition 
category, or hypothesis, tha.t is activated by an input a(P) in order for Altl'r, to accept that 
category, rather than oearch for a better one through an automatically controlled process of 
hypothesis testing. As in AHT 1, lower values of Pa enable larger categories to form. These 
lower Pa values lead to broader generalization and higher code compression. A predictive 
failure at ARI'b increases the minimal confidence p, by the least amount needed to trigger 
hypothesis testing at AH'I'a, using a mechanism called match tra.cking (Carpenter, Gross-
berg, and .Reynolds, 1991). Match tracking sacrifices the minimum amount of generalization 
necessary to correct the predictive error. Speaking intuitively rnatch track embodies the idea 
that the criterion confidence level that perrnitted selection of the active hypothesis needs to 
be raised to satisfy the demands of the current environment. Match tracking increases the 
criterion confidence just enough to trigger hypothesis testing. Hypothesi;; te;;ting leads to 
the selection of a new ART', category, which focuses attention on a new cluster of a(P) input 
features that is better able to predict b(PJ. T'he combination of match tracking and fast 
learning allows a single AHTMAP system to learn a different prediction for a rare event 
than for a cloud of similar frequent events in which it is ernbedded. 
Figure 9 
Some Technological Applications 
Alii' models, ranging from AH]' I to Fu1-zy AHTMAP, outperfornr rnany expert sys-
tems, genetic algorithms, and other neural networks in benclmrark studies ('fables 1 <1) and 
have been used to help solve outstanding technological problerns (Bachelder, Waxrnan, am! 
Seibert, 199:1; Baraldi and Parmiggiani, l 995; Caudell, Smith, Escobedo, and Anderson, 
19\Jtl; Christodoulou, Huang, Ceorgiopoulos, and Lion, I 995; Du braw;;ki and Crowley, 1994; 
C:an and Lua, 1992; Gopa.l, Sldarew, and Lanrbin, 199:3; llam and Han, 199:1; Harvey, 199:3; 
.Johnson, UJ9:l; 1\asperkiewicz, Hacz, and Dubrawski, 1991; 1\eyvan, Durg, and H.abclo, 
199:1; Kurnara, Mercha.wi, Karm<u-tbi, and Thazhutavectil, 1994; Mehta, V1j, and Rabclo, 
1993; Moya, Koch, and llostdler, 1993; Murshcd, BortolozY-i, and Sabourin, 1995; Smuki, 
Abc, and Ono, 1993; 'I'arng, Li, and Chen, 199tl; Wienke, 19911; Wienke and J<aten1an, 
1994; Wienke, Xie, and llopkc, 1994). Son1c recent unsupervised AH1' rnodcls arc then 
described that have been u;;ed to explain behavioral and brain data in auditory oource anal·· 
ysis, variable-rate speech perception, visual perception, and visual object recognition. A 
self-organizing neural architecture, called VlE'vVNE'J' (Bradski and Grossberg, 1995), that 
can lea.nr to recogni1-e noisy 3-D objects from sequence;; of their 2-D views is next reviewed 
to show how Fuzzy AH'I'MAP can be e1nbedded into larger systenrs. Another :1-·D object 
recognition application illustrates how tire ARI'-E!'vlAP architecture (Carpenter and H.oss, 
L99:l, 1994, J 995) uses distributed network activity to improve noi;;c tolerance while retaining 
the speed advantage of fast learning. Both architecture;; illustrate how temporal evidence 
accumulation can augment AHTMAP capabilities. 
'I'ables I <l 
Two Applications of Fuzzy ARTMAP 
VJEWNET: Neural Arciritcct,ures h!r Learning to H.ccogniw' 8-D Objects 
from Sequences of 2-D Views 
VIEWNET (View Information Encoded With NI,;']\vorks) accumulates evidence across 
sequences of possibly noisy or incomplete 2-D views of a 3-D object in order to generate nrorc 
accurate object identifica.t,ions than would otherwise be possible (Bradski and Grossberg, 
1995). The simplest VIEWNET architecture, VIEWNET I, incorporates a preprocessor 
that generates a compre;;;;ed but 2-D invariant representation of an image, a supervised 
incremental learning system that classifies the preprocessed representations into 2-D view 
categories whose outputs are combined into ~1-D invariant object categories, and a working 
memory that makes a 3-D object prediction by accumulating evidence from :l-D object 
category nodes as multiple 2-D views are experienced. Evidence accumulation has also 
been successfully used in neural network machine vision applications that are based on 
aspect networks (Baloch and Waxman, 1~191; Seibert and Waxman, 1990). Recognition was 
studied with noisy and clean images using ;;low and fast learning. Slow learning at the Fuzzy 
AHTJV!AP ma.p field was designed to learn the conditional probability of the 3-D object 
given the selected 2- D view category. VIEWNE'l' 1 was demonstrated on an Ml'f Lincoln 
Laboratory database of 4000 128x128 2-D views of aircraft with and without additive noise. 
A recognition rate of up to 90% was achieved with one 2-D view and of up to 98.5% correct 
with three 2-D views. 
ART-EMAP: Object Recognition by Spa.tia.J ;wei Tempora.l Evidence Accumula.iion 
ARI'-EMAP also incorporates Fuzzy AH:fiv!AP into a larger architecture for :l-D recog-
nition. It uses spatial and temporal evidence accumulation to recognize target objects and 
pattern classes in noisy or ambiguous input environments (Carpenter and Ross, 1995). Dur-
ing performance, AH:f-EMAP integrate;; spatia.! evidence distributed across recognition cat-
egories to predict a pa.t.tcrn class. During training, AH:I'-EJVIAP is equivalent to Fuzzy 
Alrl'MAP a.nd so inherits the advantages of fast, on-line, incremental learning, such as 
speed, stability, and the ability to encode rare cases. Distributed activation during perfor-
rnance also endow;; the network with the advantages of slow learning, including noise toler-
ance and error correction. When a decision criterion determines the pattern cla.ss choice to 
be ambiguous, additional input frorn the same unknown c]a,ss may be sought. Evidence fronr 
multiple inputs accurnulates until the decision criterion is satisfied a.nd the system makes 
a. high confidence prediction. Accumulated evidence can also fine-tune performance during 
unsupervised rehearsal learning. 'l'hu;;, in four incremental stages, All:l'-EMAP irnprovc;; 
predictive accuracy of Fuzzy AH'I'MAP and extends its domain to include spatio-ternporal 
recognition a.nd prediction. 
Concluding Remarks 
The above examples illustrate an crnerging picture of bow the adaptive brain works 
wherein issues of stability a.nd plasticity a.rc joined with properties of attention, intention, 
hypothesis testing, and consciousness. The mediating events are adaptive resonances that. 
achieve a dynamic balance between the cornplcmentary demands of stability and plasticity, 
and of expectation a.nd novelty, in rcspon;;e to rapidly changing environments. Similar i;;sucs 
a.ri;;c in technological problcrns wherein intelligent agents or c:ontrollcrsarc desired that can 
support a significant level of autonornous perfonna.nce. 'I'ha.t is why AH'f systcrns are finding 
their wa.y into solutions to a. rapidly expanding set of applied problems. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 
Figure 1. Many-to-one learning combines categorization of many exemplars into one cat-
egory, and labelling of n1any categories with the sarnc name. [Reprinted with permission 
from Carpenter a.nd Grossberg (1994).] 
Figure 2. One-to-many learning enables one input vector to be associated with many output 
vectors. If the system predicts a.n output that is disconfirrned at a given stage of learning, 
the predictive error drives a memory search for a new category to associate with the new 
prediction, without degrading its previous knowledge about the input vector. [Reprinted 
with permission from Carpenter and Grossberg (I 994 ).] 
Figure 3. An exarnple of a model /\IU' circuit in which attentional and orienting circuits 
interact .. Level F 1 encodes a distributed representation of an event by a short term memory 
(STM) activation pattern across a network of feature detectors. Level P'z encodes the event 
using a compressed S'I'M representation of the F1 pattem. Learning of these recognition 
codes occurs at the long term mernory (l:l'M) traces within the bottorn-up and top-down 
pathways between levels F1 and I2. 'J'he top-down pa.thwa.ys read-out learned expectationo 
whose prototypes arc matched against bottom-up input patterns at F\. 'l'hc size of mis-
rnatcbes in response to novel events are evaluated relative to the vigilance parameter p of 
the orienting subsystem 11. A large enough mi:;match resets the recognition code that is 
active in S'l'i'vl at 1'2 and initiates a memory search for a rnore appropriate recognition code. 
Output fron1 oubsystem A can also trigger an orienting response. [Adapted with pcnnission 
frorn c:arpcnter and Grossberg (1987a).] 
Figure 4. /\RJ' search for a recognition code: (a) 'l'he input pattern I is inotatecl across 
the feature detectors at level 1'\ as a. short tern1 memory (STM) activity pm.tern X. Input 
I also nonspeciiically activates the orienting :;u bsystern A; sec Figure J. S'J'i'vl pattern X 
is represented by the hatched pattern across F 1 • Pat.tern X both inhibitsil and generates 
the output pattern S. Pattern S is multiplied by long tcnn nJeJnory (l:l'iVl) traces and 
added at 1'2 nodes to form the input pattern T, which activates the S'I'iVl pa.t.t.crn Y across 
the recognition ca.t,egorics coded at level F2. (b) Pat.lern Y generates the top-down output 
pattern U which is multiplied by top-down l:J'M traces and added at F1 nodes to form 
the prototype pattern V that. encodes the learned expect,ation of t.hc active 1'2 nodes. If 
V rnisrnatches I at F'1 , then a new S'l'i'vl activity pattern X* is generated at F1• X* is 
represented by the hatched pattcm. It includes the fea.tmcs of I that arc confirmed by V. 
Inactivated nodes corresponding to unconfirmed features of X arc unhatched. 'l'hc reduction 
in total S'l'i'vl activity which occms when X is t.ranr;fonnecl into X* causes a decrease in the 
total inhibition from .F1 to A. (c) H inhibition decrease:; oullicicntly, !l releases a nonspecific 
arousal wave to F2, which resets the S'J'i'vl pattern Y at F2 . (d) After Y is inhibited, its top-
clown prototype signal is clirninated, and X can be rcinsta.tcd at F1 . Enduring traces of the 
prior reset lead X to activate a different S'l'i'vl pattern Y* at. 1'2. If the top-down prototype 
cine to Y* also rnisrnatches I at F1, then the search for an a.ppropriate 1'2 code continues 
until a. more appropriate 1•2 representation is selected. 'fhen an attentive resonance develop;; 
and learning of the attended data is initiated. [Adapted with permission frorn Carpenter 
and Grossberg (1987a).] 
Figure 5. Comparison of 1\lrl.' 1 and Fuzzy AKI'. [Reprinted with permis;;ion from Car-
pent.cr, Grossberg, and Rosen (199Jb).] 
Figure 6. Complement coding uses on-cell and off-cell pairs to normalize input vectors. 
[Reprinted with permission from Carpenter, Grossberg, and llosen (199lb ).] 
15 
Figure 7. Fuzzy AND (MAX) and OR (MIN) operations generate category hyper-rectan-
gles. [Reprinted with pennission from Carpenter, Grossberg, and Rosen (1991 b).] 
Figure 8. Fuzzy AHTMAP architecture. The AR'I'r, complement coding preprocessor trans-
forms the Ala-vector a into the 2Ma-vector A= (a,ac) at the AH'I'a field F0'. A is the input 
vector to the AR'l'a f1eld Fj'. Similarly, the input to Ff is the 2Mb-vector (b, be). When a 
prediction by AHTa is disconfirmecl at AHTb, inhibition of map field activation induces the 
match tracking process. Match tracking raises the AR'I\, vigilance Pa to just above the F{' 
to F0' match ratio lx"I/IAI. This triggers an AKI'a search which leads to activation of either 
an ARI'a category that correctly predicts b or to a previously uncomrnittcd ARI'a category 
node. [Reprinted with permission from Carpenter, Gros:;berg, Markuzon, Reynolds, and 
Ro:;en (HJ92).] 
Figure 9. Match tracking: (a) A prediction i:; made by AH:I\, when the baseline vigilance 
Pais lcs:; than the analog match value. (b) A predictive error at. Alrl'b increases the baseline 
vigilance value of ARI'a until it just exceeds the analog match value, and thereby triggers 
hypothesis testing that searches for a more predictive brindle of features to which to attend. 
[Reprinted with permission from Carpenter and Grossberg (1994).] 
IG 
TABLE CAPTIONS 
Table 1. ARTMAP benchmark studies. [Reprinted with permission frorn Carpenter and 
Grossberg (1993).] 
Table 2. Fuzzy AHTMAP applied to the Landsat image database (Feng el al., 199:1). With 
the exception of K-N-N, Fuzzy AHTMAP test set performance exceeded that of other neural 
network and rnachine learning algorithms. Cornpared to K-N-N, Fuzzy Alrl.'MAP showed a 
6:1 code cornpression ratio. 
Table 3. On the Pima Indian Diabetes (PID) database, Fuzzy AH:I'MAP test set perfor-
mance was similar to (.hat of the ADAP algorithm (Smith et al., 1988) but with far fewer 
rules and faster training. An AH.TMAP pruning algorithm (Carpenter and Tan, 1995) fur-
ther reduces the number of rules by an order of magnitude, and also boosts test set accuracy 
to 79%. An instance counting algorithm, AHTMAP-IC (Carpenter and Marknzon, 1996) 
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ARTMAP BENCHMARK STUDIES 
1. Medical database 
Mortality following coronary bypass grafting (CABG) surgery 
FUZZY ARTMAP significantly outperforms: 
LOGISTIC REGRESSION 
ADDITIVE MODEL 
BAYES IAN ASSIGNMENT 
CLUSTER ANALYSIS 
CLASSIFICATION AND REGRESSION TREES 
EXPERT PANEL-DERIVED SICKNESS SCORES 
PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS 
2. Mushroom database 
DECISION TREES ( 90-95 % correct ) 
ARTMAP ( 1 00% correct ) 
Training set an order of magnitude smaller 
3. Letter recognition database 
GENETIC ALGORITHM ( 82% correct ) 
FUZZY ARTMAP ( 96% correct ) 
4. Circle-in-the-Square task 
BACK PROPAGATION ( 90% correct ) 
FUZZY ARTMAP ( 99.5% correct ) 
5. Two-Spiral task 
BACK PROPAGATION (10,000 - 20,000 training epochs) 
FUZZY ARTMAP ( 1-5 training epochs ) 
Table 1 
Application: 
Landsat Satellite Image Classification 
(Feng, King, Sutherland, Muggleton, & Henery, 1993) 
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(1) ADAP (Smith, Everhart, Dickson, 
Knowler, and Johannes, 1988) 
100,000 rules 
76% correct on test set 
slow learning 
(2) Fuzzy ARTMAP 
(Carpenter et al., 1992) 
50-80 rules 
76% correct on test set 
fast learning (6-15 epochs) 
Table 3 
